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Summaries 
The term "historical cryptanalysis" is intro- 
duced and defined as the solving of cryptograms 
whose keys have been lost or misplaced. Numerous 
examples of such cryptograms, many undeciphered 
since their deposit in archives hundreds of years 
ago, still exist and may contain important 
historical and literary information. Credit 
is given to previous investigators in this 
field, who often performed individual cryptanalytic 
feats of great brilliance. A new approach of 
international coordinated research in historical 
cryptanalysis--bringing together the scholars who 
discover cryptographic materials and those who 
can help with their cryptanalysis--is discussed. 
A few examples of solved cryptograms are 
presented to demonstrate some of the methods used 
to encipher and cryptanalyze information. 
Included are a Papal cipher containing information 
about the election of the king of Poland in 1573, 
a German cryptogram written by a participant in 
a key event of the Counter-I&formation--the choice 
of the archbishop of Cologne in 1583, a Venetian 
cipher from 1630 whose key may have been eaten 
to preserve the cipher's security, a Russian 
cryptanalyst's worksheet from the time of Catherine 
the Great, and a military cipher from the 
American Civil War. 
per Begriff historische Kryptanalyse wird 
eingefiihrt und definiert als die L&sung von 
Geheimschriften deren Schltrssel verlorengegangen 
sind odes die verlegt worden sind. Zahlreiche 
Beispiele solcher Chiffren, von denen viele seit 
ihrer Hinterlegung in Archiven vor hunderten von 
Jahren unentziffert bleiben, liegen noch heute 
auf und k2)nnen wichtige historische und literarische 
Hinweise enthalten. Ehemaligen Forschern auf 
diesem Gebiet, die oft eigenhZndig kryptanalytische 
Beistungen von grosser Bedeutung vollbrachten, 
wird Anerkennung ausgesprochen. Eine neue Methode 
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zur koordinierten internationalen Forschung auf 
dem Gebiete historischer Kryptanalyse, wobei 
Wissenschaftler, die geheimschriftliches Material 
entdecken mit jenen, die es entziffern kannen, 
in Verblndung gebracht werden, wird er&-tert. 
Einige Beispiele gelijster Geheimschriften 
werden angefiihrt urn Wege zu demonstrieren, die zur 
VerschlUssefung und zur Kryptanalyse von Information 
benutzt wurden. Enthalten sind:Eine papstliche 
Chiffre, die iiber die Wahl des Kijnigs van Poland 
im Jahre 1573 Auskunft gibt; eine deutsche Chiffre, 
geschrieben von einem TeiInehmer an einer wichtigen 
Begebenheit der Gegenreformation--der Wahl des 
Erzbischofs van Kijln im Jahre 1583; eine venezianische 
Chiffre aus dem Jahr 1630, deren Schliissel, 
sicherheitshalber, scheinbar gegessen wurde; ein 
Arbeitsbogen eines russischen Kryptanalisten aus 
der Zeit Katharinas der Grossen; und eine 
milit;irische Chiffre aus dem amerikanischen 
Biirgerkrieg. 
Over a period of several years it has become increasingly 
apparent that a sizable body of historical and literary source 
materials exists which cannot be effectively utilized by scholars. 
This material consists of enciphered documents which are to be 
found in large quantities in numerous archives, libraries, and 
private collections throughout the world. In many instances, 
the keys to these ciphers have been lost or misplaced and the 
documents have never been deciphered. Several historians have 
voiced their concern to me that their researches had been inter- 
rupted by finding documents in cipher which they had neither the 
time nor the training to cryptanalyze. They suspected, rightly 
enough, that the most important passages--those which the 
writer had the most reason to hide--were concealed within these 
enciphered documents. 
It occurred to me, based on the experiences of cryptanalysts 
in World Wars I and II, that the application of modern techniques 
of cryptanalysis and the use of computers might result in the 
solving of some of these documents, even where the keys were 
missing. I commenced searching for enciphered documents. Other 
historians brought some to my attention. I began to envision 
an international coordinated project to do research in the 
finding and solving of enciphered materials. An effort was made 
to try to bring together those scholars who found such enciphered 
documents in their researches and those who had cryptanalytic 
experience and interests, as well as linguistic skills, such as 
retired cryptanalysts, members of the American Cryptogram Assoc- 
iation, etc. It should be emphasized that historical 
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cryptanalysis, as such, is not new. Efany individual scholars, 
such as Luigi Pasini in the Venetian archives, Domenico Pietro 
Gabbrielli in the archives of Florence, Gustave Adolph Bergenroth 
in the Spanish archives of Sigancas, Henri Biaudet in the 
Vatican archives, Commandant Etienne Bazeries with French histori 
cal ciphers, the eccentric Charles Babbage with English Civil 
War ciphers, and the American cryptanalyst William F. Friedman 
have performed wonders in solving historical ciphers without 
access to their keys [Kahn, 19673. But these were often 
individual feats of brilliance performed in isolation. Previ- 
ously, no attempt has been made to coordinate historical crypta- 
nalysis by bringing together, in a team effort, the scholars 
who find enciphered materials in the course of their researches 
and those who might be able to help in the solving of crypto- 
grams of historical interest. 
A beginning was made by the publication of some of my own 
researches and by presentations at the XIIIth and XIVth Inter- 
national Congresses for the History of Science, and elsewhere 
[Leighton 1974a and 197.51 f Additional publicity was given by 
notices which appeared in the newsletters of the American 
Historical Association and the Mediaeval Academy of America 
[American Historical Associaton Newsletter, January 1972 and 
Mediaeval Academy News, September 19721. 
As a result, communications have been received from 
scholars who have found cryptograms during their researches and 
also from scholars offering to help with attempts at cryptanaly- 
sis, Some archives have been explored; many cipher keys have 
been collected; some previously unsolved cryptograms have been 
deciphered, and others have been put into the hands of special- 
ists and amateur cryptanalysts. Some decipherments have been 
returned; articles have been written and published; and addition- 
al research results are being prepared for publication. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss a few examples of 
solved cryptograms and show some of the techniques involved in 
enciphering and cryptanalyzing information. The first problem 
is usually palaeographic--the interpretation of old, faded, 
motheaten, flyspecked documents with difficult handwriting, and 
their reproduction in a readable format. The first example is 
an enciphered sheet which was found among the papers of a Papal 
diplomat who was serving in Poland in 1573. The cipher 
apparently consists of an unbroken series of numbers. Closer 
inspection reveals a tendency for the figures to be linked in 
pairs, There are exceptions, such as a few three-figure groups 
and some pairs with dots over the first figure. These 
characteristics brought up the strong possibility that this 
was an example of a nomenclatox--a type of cryptographic 
system in which common words or phrases (regardless of their 
length) were represented by arbitrary symbols or single groups 
to form a code list which was supplemented by a cipher alphabet 
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(often with several equivalents for a single letter) which was 
provided to spell out, letter by letter, words not included in 
the code list. 
As a working hypothesis, an assumption was made that the 
three-figure groups and those pairs with dots over them might 
represent portions of the code list and the remaining pairs 
might be from the cipher alphabet. Those portions from the 
assumed code list were set aside for later study and the portions 
from the assumed cipher alphabet were transcribed for analysis, 
with the hope that despite probable distortions resulting from 
more than one equivalent for a single letter, no doubling of 
consonants, and no use of the silent letter "h", (all common 
characteristics of nomenclators in general) enough of the 
basic structure of the language would survive to make further 
study profitable. 
Initial analysis reveals that approximately thirty 
different two-figure groups were used in the cipher sheet. This 
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would seem to be too many for a simple monoalphabetic substitu- 
tion cipher (with one group for each letter of the alphabet) and 
too few for a substitution cipher based on syllables (such a 
syllabary would normally have seventy or eighty groups or symbols 
to represent each of the common syllables) but fits in well with 
the hypothesis of a simple substitution cipher with multiple 
equivalents for at least the most frequently used letters. 
Figure 2 Frequency Table for Papal Cipher 
[Leighton 1969, 171 
Consideration of this table yields several observations: with 
only three rare exceptions (10,86, and 96) all the groups end 
with the odd digits 1,3,5,7, and 9; there seems to be no limit- 
ation for the beginning figure of each group (all possibilities 
except 0 and 6 are used); this gives 40 to 50 possibilities to 
the cryptographer to encipher his alphabet (more than enough 
to provide variant substitutions for common letters). 
Given such limitations, the cryptographer might provide 
himself with a blank table, numbered at the top and side, in 
which to inscribe his alphabet. But since such a table would be 
twice 
ining 
as large as he would need, he might compress it 
numbers at the side in the following manner: 
1 3 5 7 9 
1 or 2 
3 or 4 
5 or 6 
7 or 8 
9 
comb - 
Figure 3 Blank Table for a Papal Cipher [Leighton 1969, 181 
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This would have more than enough space for his alphabet and would 
at the same time provide two values for each letter, e.g. a 
letter inscribed in the upper left hand corner could be enciphered 
either as 11 or 21. When- such 
the table showing frequency of 
cipher and the following table 
individual letters are used in 
language, certain coincidences 
Order of frequency with 
which individual letters 


















a blank table is combined with 
usage of the figure-pairs in the 
showing the frequency with which 
normal modern Italian plain 
become immediately apparent: 
Order of frequency with 
which individual letters 















J, K, W, X, Y --not useJ in Italian. 
Figure 4 Frequency Table for Normal Modern Italian 
[Leighton 1969, 191 
Four of the five most commonly used figure-pairs in our cipher 
begin with a 1 or 2, i.e. would be drawn from the top row of our 
blank table, and four of the five most frequently occurring 
letters in normal Italian are vowels. It is difficult to escape 
the conclusion that figure-pairs beginning with 1 or 2 represent 
vowels and fit at the head of the column in our blank table. 
Since several Italian vowels have nearly equal frequencies of 
usage, it is possible to begin by looking for the least common 
vowel, which is U (also used as the consonant V). The table of 
usage in the cipher points to 11 as equalling U. The commonest 
Italian consonant is N, which is equated with the figure-pair 77. 
Similarly 59,79, and 99, represent three common consonants 
standing next to each other in the alphabet, suggesting R,S, and 
T. By similar comparisons between the figure-pairs and the 
frequency table of normal Italian, the inscription of the alpha- 
bet can be completed within the blank table. 
1 3 5 7 9 
1 or2 
3 or 4 
5 or 6 
7 or 8 
Figure 5 Recovered Key for Papal Cipher [Leighton 1969, 201 
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When this is applied to the cipher, intelligible Italian results: 
608 53 17 11 75 17 55 25 77 75 29 97 41 etc. 
-GIUDICANDO-- 
With the aid of Italian specialists, and other discoveries, a 
nearly complete decipherment was made with large capitals repre- 
senting items from the code list. 
(608) GIUDICANDO CHE CON NESSUNA COSA SI POSSA RFSTITUIRE PIu SANITA A QUEST0 
REGNO CHE CON MANDAR COSTORO A LA GUERRA RICUPERATION DE 
BENI REGII IL MOSCO PER SMALTIRE IN QUESTV MOD0 I MALI UMoRI CHE TURBAN0 
LA RELIGION CATTOLICA ET INANZ(I) LA WA PARTITA HA DATO MOLTO 
INDRIZZO A QUFSTo CONSIGLIO ET NE HA LASSATO A hIE PAKTICOLAR ORDINI: ET 
BENCHE LI HERETIC1 TBMANO MOLTO CHE IL RE ABBIA DA DARE IN QUEST0 SUA 
SANTITA ET LO DANNANO NONDIMENO CAMMINA MOLTO BENE ET CON SECKE- 
TEZZA SECONDO CHE BISOGNA ET SI v4 OGNI GIORNO GUADAGNANDO QUALCUNO CON 
QUEST1 GIORNI IL CASTELLANO DI SENDOMIRIA CHE E’ PERSONA DI LINGUA ET D’AUTORITA’ 
FRA LI HERETIC1 HA SOTTOSCRITTO A QUEST0 PARERE IN CASA DE’ ? DOPO 4VERCI 
FATTO MOLTO RESISTENZA 
(108). HA MOSTRATO MOLTO TRAVAGLIO CHE IL FI.E ABBIA RIMESSO LE COSE SUE A L.4 
DIETA ET IO HO VEDUTO UNA LETTERA DEL BASIN0 SECRETARIO DEL RE CHRI- 
STIANISSIMO CHE VENENDO DI (308) HA PARLATO IN (108) CON ESSA (508) CHE 
SCRIVE CHE PER MOLTO CHE ABBIA FATTO NON LI’ E PARS0 DI LASSAR PUNT0 
AQUETATO L’ANlMO SUO 
Figure 6 Decipherment of Papal Cipher 
[Leighton 1969, 2.51 
(605) judging that by no other means is it possible to restore sanity to this kingdom 
than by sending a deputation to the war (for the) recovery of the royal goods, IL 
MOSCO, to purge in this way the evil humors that disturb the Catholic faith and before 
his departure, did much to implement this decision and lefl to me particular responsi- 
bility for. its implementation; and although the heretics are afraid that the king may 
thus have to forfeit his sanctity and blame him for it, none the less it is going very 
well and with the necessary secrecy and each day we win over someone. Lately the 
Castellan of Sendomiria who is a person of authority to whom the heretics will listen 
subscribed to this opinion in the house of (2) after having offered us much resistance. 
(50X) has shown herself very concerned that the king should have put his affairs in the 
hands of the Diet and I have seen a letter from Basino, the secretary of the MOST 
CHRISTIAN KING, who, coming from (~OS), spoke in (108) with the same (SOS), who 
writes that in spite of all he could do he did not feel he had in any way calmed her 
mind . 
Figure 7 Translation of Papal lkcipherment 
[Leighton 1969, 261 
Once a cipher is cryptanalyzed, the resulting plain text 
may be (as in this case) quite enigmatic, and usually additional 
study is necessary to fit it into the context of the times. In 
the example before us, the cipher comes from Cracow and is dated 
in the fall of 1573--the precise period between the election of 
that unique character, Henry of Valois, as king of Poland and 
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his arrival in Poland to assume the throne, and is concerned with 
the activities of the Papal legate “to restore sanity to this 
kingdom” by putting pressure on such persons as “the Castellan 
of Sendomiria who is a person of authority to whom the heretics 
will listen” and who agreed “after having offered us much 
resistance.” Henry’s unusual personality--he hid in the cellar 
during thunderstorms and liked to wear women’s clothes--did not 
go over well at the rather conservative Polish court. He had 
been forced to agree to marry a Polish princess nearly twice his 
age, who was scandalized by the loose living and heavy drinking 
of Henry and his French companions. It is not surprising that 
Henry decamped at the first opportunity, returning to France to 
replace his dead brother, and thus becoming that rare individual, 
one who had been king of two major European countries [Leighton 
19691. 
*****xx***** 
In the Secret Archives of the State of Bavaria in Munich, 
Germany, I found a collection of what appeared to be sheets of 
ancient graph paper speckled (apparently at random) with dots. 
[See Figure 81. The paper contained a watermark of an eagle 
which was also found on other documents which were unquestionably 
of the sixteenth century. The lines on the paper were drawn by 
hand with red ink, but very carefully and accurately. The only 
identifying material on the sheaf of dotted sheets was the hand- 
lettered information “Presentatur 12 May @ 83 Monaci.” (Was 
presented at Munich on the 12th of May in the year 83). Study 
of the dots revealed that they were not distributed at random. 
After some consideration it became evident that if the sheets 
were turned lengthwise the dots (which were now on horizontal 
lines, but had no consistent connection with the vertical lines) 
tended to fall into certain well-defined columns. 
In addition to the dots, certain other symbols, such as 
*I’, l } , and 4 , were occasionally used. The use of dots 
in a cipher is usually considered to have been originated by 
Bishop John Wilkins, who described a simple dot-cipher in 
“Mercury, or The Secret and Swift Messenger,” published anony- 
mously in 1641. Bishop Wilkins’ system consisted simply of 
putting a single alphabet in normal order at the top of a sheet 
of paper and then spelling out words by putting dots under each 




Figure 9 Dot Cipher in its Simplest Form (as described by Bishop 
Wilkins in 1641) [Leighton 19743, 8311 
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Figure 8 Cipher Sheet from Bavarian Secret Archive 
Dating from 1583 
Bavarian Secret Archive, Munich. Manuscript Kasten schwarz 
13478 (Alt 426/18), Folio 96 Rxto. [Leighton 1974b, 8291 
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Note the tendency of the colon letter “E” to form a column. 
The dot cipher found in the Munich archive seems to be not only 
considerably earlier but much more complex than Wilkins’ example. 
Its dots fall into 72 columns, probably indicating the use of a 
key three alphabets long, and the columns with frequent dots are 
not uniformly spaced, indicating that the three alphabets are 
not in normal, but rather in mixed, order. The recovery of three 
mixed alphabets in a cipher which was in a still-unknown language 
would have been difficult and time-cons~ing, but not impossible. 
However, it was possible to use a short cut to reach a solution. 
I recalled having seen in another part of the archive a 
sheet of paper to which four long narrow parchment strips had 
been attached. The paper bore no identifying information and 
there was no indication of the purpose of the strips. The strips 
formed two pairs. One pair contained three alphabets of twenty- 
three letters each in normal order and a list of words in Latin 
which was not in alphabetical order, The other pair of strips 
contained three alphabets of twenty-four letters each (the letter 
W had been added) in mixed order an a list of words in German 
in alphabetical order. This word list was displaced one half 
space from the individual cipher letters. [Figure lo] When a 
copy of the strip in alphabetical order was applied to the cipher 
nothing intelligible resulted, but when the mixed-order strip 
was tried it was immediately apparent that this was the key. 
The dots over the key spelled out “~F~G’~--a very good word for 
beginning a dispatch in German. A use was soon seen for the 
list of German words. When a dot was found to be displaced a 
half-column, this meant that it could be read from the word 
list. This was, then, another example of the genus nomenclator 
--one consisting of three mixed alphabets and a code list of 
commonly used names and places, To save time and space, impor- 
tant words like “Kayser” could be represented by a single dot. 
The other symbols used in the cipher were not included in the 
keylist, but their meaning was soon apparent from context: 
-) indicates an end to a sentence, andok means that a letter 
is to be doubled: e.g. COM*I*IS*kARY = COMMISSARY, 
It was now possible to decipher the approximately thirty 
sheets of the dot-cipher. The result was a long, discursive 
account in ungrammatical sixteenth century Bavarian dialect 
concerning the election of the archbishop of Cologne in 1583. 
The context made it clear that the author (and probable 
encipherer) was none other than that famous pluralist, Duke 
Ernst of Bavaria, bishop of Freising (since the age of eleven), 
bishop of Hildesheim, and bishop of Liege, and now contending 
for the archbishopric of Cologne. The decipherment gives 
fascinating details of the negotiations behind the scenes and 
a contemporary description of the unrest at Cologne. [Figure 111 
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Figure 10 Key Strips from Bavarian Secret Archive 
This is r'olio 49 of Kasten schwarz 13478 (Alt 426/18), It was 
reduced for publication. The original strips were about a foot 
long. [Leighton 197#b, 8321 
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I&ten Schwuz 3636 (Alt 130/7) 
fol. 4?iR 
Postrcn’pta 
DISE WOCHEN HAB ICH MIT (GRAFF) ARNOLT VON MANDERSCHIT AIN 
SOLCHE VERBUNDNUS GMACHT DAS ICH SEINER WIE AUC SEINES 
(BRUEDER) DES BISHOVE VON (STRASSBURG) VOTA GWIS HOFF (SAXEN) 
ABER IST NOCH GAR WEIT SHWAIFFIG GEDENKH DOCH DA ER S.ONST 
DIE SACH AUF MEINER SEITlXN SEHEN WIRT ER WERD DAN(49V) 
SFLBS AUH ZU LENDEN SO HAT MIR (GRAFF) ARNOLT SOLCH VER- 
TRESTUNG GETHON ES DAHIN ZU RICHTEN DAS ICH ON ALLE DIFFI- 
CULTET UND ZU MEREM RAIM MIT AIN HELIGER STIME LIGIRT 
WERDEN SOL UND OB WOL AUF KHAINEN MENSCHEN ZU HOFFEN SO 
11A(:II’l’ i\lIll I)O(:II I)IS \lY (;1:!4tf:)‘l’ Gl:‘I‘I~F,S’I’t~N \Vl::LI, ER AIN VER- 
Sll~lY%‘l’l~:l~ 1~1101’1~’ li%l I 11 iYl:C;s’I’1~:I~ I~:T,1X:‘r1ON WIE WOL ER NIT 
CAl’l’l’KiI..41~ ti\hXST t)l<;\l ~IY~UCtlSESS) \‘IL IitLl~F GETON SO WERDC 
IXS j I:.% hIlti %U GUTI< UNSI~J V~:Rl’INI)NUS NACI t AUCII NIT UNDER- 
LASST:N I);\11 %U tiOT (;N:\I) GEB ARIEN (GKAFF) HANS PHIL(S9VjII’P VON 
(;1:1~0l.‘I’S’l’.Zt,N TS’I’ Yi.7, ,\lil:li IIIE UND DISER TAG WIDER CAI’ITULAR 
\~Ollt~l~:N YS’I‘ t:t:l Rlt I’, A;\1 IIOF. ItOFF SEINER STIM AUCII GEWISZE 
SI,:lS. SO 1:1X ICI1 t’llII.II’i’ ~:lYll;CtISESS) VOTI AUCll NO11 VJIRlIOFFENT 
UND GE:\\‘I:.R’I’IG. (GRAFL~) (S\LEN’rIN) UND DER (GRAFF) ZU (ARNBERG) 
WERDEN IN NIXSTEN ZIVAI ‘r.\GI:N MI’r(.%;R) DEXI SPANISHEN UND 
ANDERX KIIRIEGS’I-OT.CKII IXS FELD FIRMRUKHEN. 1)IE OBER (CATHO- 
J.ISClt) LJNI) T,Ah’l)SI’I:.I\GIStI II’, 1,i:F PIT ICI1 E.I,.SIE \VELL DIE VEBRFX 
.21SO I:I~:t:I’Rl~I~:I~N t)\\ll’r 1I.4N 1111: AUF DEN SOTFAT. AUCII GEWIS 
AN 111X IIA.31) tl.21113 x~l:f\) (;;. I)ISI: TAG SI;lN DAN ZEITUNG HIEIfER- 
KO3II:N I~;+;\‘)AS ])I-I\ Al’OS’rA’l’A I)tiM BISCtiOI: VON BREMEN DAS 
I:I:Z?;TLI’I”~’ ,‘(:ULN) I:t~:SlGlw\?d [VET, SOL AUCH DIE RESIGNATION AL 
IXRAIT r;sI~r.os,st~:.x SI..IS L’NI) AT.I.AIN AUF DI,:R EINKAUMUJVG STEN 
I)AS w01, ALictl .\IN LAl;~lI~:N GI~N MOCIfT WEII, BREMEN ABER tw 
bl:~ilil~x sTII:I~~~‘I’I~N Y% VMr KI~L(~~R)EBER STIXT SO MUS ER BE- 
SORGt:N I)lili(:!{ SOI.CIT i\‘ERK ZWIXIIEN ZWAYEH STUEL AUF DfE 
~.RI )F:N %I: SI%I:N. V1:1;\1171?l’ AUCIt NlTDAS l&T SFXN I’RURDER (SAXEN) 
I~IR~I~ l:t,.l.“L’hNt,l~t(:tl sl:l 1).\1’ I:,R ,s1(:11 I)I<S ~I’IIIJCHSESS) GROSTER 
I.Y:I\ II 111\(‘1 FRI‘T.  1 ,I. 1 
Figure 11 Sample Bcipherment from Bavarian Dot Cipher 
This is merely a transcription of the decipherment of Kasten 
schwarz 3636 (Alt 130/7) Folios 43 Recta to 45% Rscto. 
[Leighton 1974b, 839-8401 
TRANSLATION 
Postscript 
This week I entered into such an alliance with Count 
Arnolt von Manderschit, that I may hope with certainty for his 
vote as well as the vote of his brother, the bishop of Strassburg. 
The duke of Saxony, however, is still vague. But I believe, 
nevertheless, that he will see things my way and will come over 
to my side. Thus, Count Arnolt advised me to follow a direction 
that should assure me of the legitimation without any difficulty, 
with the approval of many, and with a holy voice. And while 
one cannot trust anyone, this consoles me because he has a 
clever head and even though he has not been a member of the 
cathedral chapter, he greatly aided Truchsess and now he also 
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will not refrain from helping me for the good of our alliance. 
For this, God have mercy, Amen! 
Hans Philipp von Geroltstain is also here at this time and 
this day he once more became a member of the cathedral chapter 
at my court. I hope that I can also be certain of his voice. 
Similarly, I am also still hoping and waiting for Philipp 
Truchsess' votes. Count Salentin and the Count zu Arnberg will 
be advancing into the battlefield with the Spanish and other 
military personnel within the next two days. I beg your worship 
for the help of the Upper Catholics and the Landsbergers. You 
will want to promote the leaders so that one can have them on 
his side should it become necessary. 
In these days news has reached here that the Apostate 
plans to resign the archbishopxic of Cologne to the bishop of 
Bremen. The resignation supposedly has already been decided 
upon and needs only to be approved. It probably will cause 
some noise because the bishop of Bremen now holds very tightly 
to his bishoprics. He must be careful of such action or he will 
end up sitting on the ground between two chairs. I do not 
suppose that his brother the duke of Saxony will support him in 
this matter since it would make him the biggest enemy of 
Truchsess. 
The result of Duke Ernst!s efforts was not only his election to 
the archbishopric but also the recovery and retention of an 
important area for Catholicism in its drive for Counter-Reforma- 
tion. Duke Ernst's family (the Wittelsbachs) furnished the 
archbishops of Cologne for the next two hundred years. 
No further examples of the dot-cipher were found in the 
archives. This is the earliest known use of the dot-cipher 
system, it antedates the earliest literary descriptions by some 
sixty years, and is also with its three mixed alphabets and code 
list much more complicated than the later literary descriptions. 
It is not a good system. A slight slippage of the key may 
confuse a letter with a word from the code list. An encipherer 
with poor eyesight can easily make mistakes. It is a very slow 
system to use and one in which errors are frequent. An example, 
found on the back of one of the sheets, makes this clear and 
probably represents Duke Ernst's first attempt at using the 
cipher: 
First attempt: ~EAGSDEN~IS~KIS~HE~~T~G~L~GET 
Cipher as sent:-~F~GS DEN ~YSERYSC~N VERT~G AUGER 
(Concerning the beginning of the imperial agreement) 
These reasons seem sufficient to explain the apparent abandon- 
ment of the use of this dot-cipher by the Bavarian ducal house 
[4] [Leighton 1974b]. 
**xx******** 
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A large collection of Venetian diplomatic correspondence 
of the early seventeenth century, much of it in cipher, has 
been brought to my attention. This material, on which my 
colleague, Dr. Richard Hyse, and I are currently working, may 
have a very unusual story behind it. The collection stems from 
the period of the Mantuan war in 1629-30 and it is told that 
when the Venetian ambassador, Marcantonio Busenello, was cap- 
tured he chewed up and ate the cipher keys to prevent their loss 
and maintain the security of his enciphered correspondence. It 
may well be that this collection is the exact material that 
ambassador Busenello went to so much trouble to protect. 
Examination of the correspondence makes it appear that 
something may be done even without a key. At first glance it 
looks very similar to the Papal cipher described above, being 
composed of an unbroken series of figures. Closer study, 
however, indicates that the basic divison of this cipher is in 
four-figure groups with a few of three-figures. The number of 
different groups is too many for an alphabetically-based substi- 
tution and too few for a code based on a long word list like a 
dictionary. It is, then, likely to be a type of nomenclator in 
which the groups represent syllables and common words. By 
analyzing repetitions and interspersed plain text it was possible 
to make an entry into the cipher, and a partial reconstruction 
of the key has been made. When applied to the cipher text it 
yields such results as the following: 
672 5130 6233 5339 5140 5127 5133 5174 5319 5308 5120 
CON SPE TI ON DOVE RE TE FAR LO CO ME 
It is not yet clear whether this enciphered material is duplica- 
ted in the Venetian archives or if it may provide new informa- 
tion about a crucial period in Venetian history. 
************ 
An interesting sidelight on the career of the late 
eighteenth century Russian scientist, the German-born Aepinus, 
has been revealed by Professor Roderick Home of the University 
of Melbourne. Professor Home has discovered that Aepinus, in 
addition to his other activities, was also involved in the 
Russian equivalent of the Black Chamber--the deciphering branch. 
It is also suspected that Aepinus may have been one of many 
romantically involved with Catherine the Great at a time when 
she was still Grand Duchess. Among the papers of Aepinus in 
Leningrad, Professor Home found a cipher without a key. It 
consists of several sheets of figures with groups of varying 
length separated by a double-dash in the following manner: 
[Figure 121 
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Figure 12 Part of Cipher Worksheet of Aepinus 
Part of one of Aepinus' cipher worksheets. From microfilm of 
the Aepinus pap&s in Leningrad. 
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Analysis by a friend of Professor Home's based on the assumption 
of probable words (and the assumption that the double-dash 
represented a division between words) led to a solution and the 
following reconstruction of the key. 
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
1 I E -- , 
2 L N M 
3 * 
4 
5 J x Q 
6 Y U H 
7 z G D T 
8 C B V R K 
9 A 0 P 
0 F W S 
When this key is applied to the beginning of the cipher 
the result is: ~~TRO~~ UN ASSEZ GAD ..,I' The complete 
decipherment yields a very peculiar French plain text. It is 
not an exchange between diplomats such as we have seen in the 
preceding examples. It is not a message of any sort but, rather, 
represents the original worksheet on which Aepinus was experi- 
menting and trying to develop a new cipher. He started by 
enciphering in this simple method a rough French version of part 
of Robert Hooke's Micrographia containing a description of the 
moon which he probably translated mentally into French as he 
went along in an attempt to provide a practice text which he 
would not remember when he reversed the process and tried to 
cryptanalyze it without a key. Perhaps realizing that this 
would not be enough to expunge it from his memory, he seems to 
have switched to whatever occurred to his mind--counting, 
nonsensical phrases, days of the week, chains of associations 
perhaps suggested by the titles of books on his shelves, inter- 
spersed with what seem to be snatches of a popular song ridicu- 
ling the Grand Duke of Tuscany (this may help to date the 
cipher, since Catherine in the 1780's was trying to arrange a 
marriage for the Grand Duke of Tuscany), finally mentioning the 
moon again, and ending up in apparent disgust with the remark 
"right now I have had enough, the first ideas that I had were 
not the best but---". This is a very unique document, giving 
an example of the stream-of-consciousness technique long before 
that term had been invented [I]. 
Aepinus was not, however, trying to pioneer a new literary 
style, but was attempting to devise a more secure cipher system, 
of which this example was only the first step. In the latter 
part of the document, he experiments with non-carrying addition 
in an apparent attempt to improve his cipher by carrying out 
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manipulations on a row of $‘a’s.“, the syllables “ba,be,bi,bo,bu, 
by”, and an alphabet with “jr’ at the end instead of in its usual 
place. Whatever the intent of these manipulations, Aepinus was 
quite apparently not satisfied with the result, If he had 
developed a non-repetitive method of making additions to his 
simple numerical cipher pairs he would have had a very secure 
cryptographic system indeed. 
************ 
A deceptively simple method which worked well in practice 
was the route transposition cipher used by the Union forces in 
the American Civil War. Although the Confederate forces fre- 
quently captured enciphered messages they seem never to have 
been able to solve them without a key. (The Union forces, on 
the other hand, were frequently able to cryptanalyze Southern 
messages.) The Union messages were sometimes written in rows 
and columns in a rectangular form and then enciphered by going 
up and down the columns in a prearranged manner. When codewords 
were substituted for frequent names, places, and operations, 
and meaningless words (nulls) inserted the result could be 
quite confusing, The following relatively simple example from 
the collection of Mr. Frederick W. Chesson will serve to make 
the general procedure clear: 
Figure 13 American Civil War Cipher 
American Civil War cipher is from the collection of Mr. Frederick 
W. Chesson. 
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To do what Southern signal officers were never able to do 
--to cryptanalyze such a message--it is sometimes possible by 
experiment and a knowledge of the general method to accomplish 
a solution. When the above message is transcribed in the 
following way (with the nulls underlined), its meaning is 
clear: 
KIND FIGHT HIM 
I RECEIVED A VERY SEVERE MESSAGES 
TODAY FROM COLONEL STAGER. I THINK 
IT UNJUST. PLEASE SEE MY REPLY 
TO HIM. THANKING YOU AND THE 
COLONEL FOR PAST CONFIDENCE AND KINDNESSES 
I BEG LEAVE TO TENDER MY 
RESIGNATION.LEAVE GOLD FINIS SIGHT KEEP -- 
MCCAINE 
The preceding examples give some indication of the type 
of information that may be revealed by the cryptanalysis of 
enciphered messages. I would appreciate hearing from scholars 
who discover ciphers and cipher keys in the course of their 
researches. 
NOTES 
1, I am indebted to my colleague Professor David J. King 
of the Psychology Department, SUNY, Oswego, for insight into 
the thought processes of Aepinus. 
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GAUSS EXHIBIT IN THE FRG 
A great exhibition on Gauss' life and work, set up jointly 
by his hometown Braunschweig and the city of Gbttingen, where 
Gauss had been Professor of Astronomy and Director of the Observa 
tory for almost half a century, was opened at GBttingen on 
Sunday, 16 January, with a lecture by Professor Schmeidler 
(Munich) "Gauss and 19th century science." The exhibition moved 
to Braunschweig 28 April and will be shown later at Duisburg 
and finally at the Deutsches Museum in Munich. Plans to show 
it at the Edinburgh International Congress on the History of 
Science have been abandoned for lack of funds. 
GAUSSIAN PHILATELY 
The FRG has issued a 40 pfennig stamp showing 4 + 4i, 
-5 + 6i, -7/2 -5i, and 7 - ai in the complex plane with the 
four determined rectangles brightly coloured. Below appears: 
GAUSSSCHE ZAHLENBENE/CARL F. GAUSS 1777-1855. 
The DDR has issued a Gauss post card with a portrait, a 
diagram suggesting his geodedic work, the Gauss coat of arms 
and motto "Pauca sed matura,"' his signature, and the dates 
30.4.1777 - 23.2.1855. 
GAUSS COIN IN THE FRG 
The FRG has issued a silver 5 mark piece with a portrait 
of Gauss, name and dates on the reverse. 
